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Abstract

Context: Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a medical imaging technology with various dental applications and diagnosis of 
oral and maxillofacial lesions. The current study mainly aimed at updating the safety and efficacy of CBCT technology.
Materials and Methods: This is a systematic review study of available evidence of CBCT technology. Since the time searching in the 
previous report was up to December 2010, electronic databases including Cochrane Library and Scopus were searched from January 
2011 to June 2014. In the first step, based on inclusion and exclusion criteria, title, abstract, and full-text of articles were reviewed by two 
independent reviewers. In some cases, the full-texts of articles were not available; therefore, the authors of the articles were contacted and 
the full-texts were obtained. Also, non-English language articles were excluded from the study. The same design of the previous report was 
employed to extract data and information of the included articles. Due to the heterogeneity in studies, the qualitative and quantitative 
methods were employed to report the results.
Results: After removing duplicates, a total of 876 articles were included in the study. Finally, 23 studies reached the final analysis stage. In 
terms of quality, 13 articles were of average quality and 10 articles had good quality. Most of the studies were related to Iran (n = 5), Brazil 
(n = 4), Germany (n = 3), Britain, USA, Netherlands (n = 2), and Turkey, China, India, and Switzerland (n = 1). The included studies were 
conducted in 2011 (n = 8), 2012 (n = 6), 2013 (n = 5), and 2014 (n = 4). Totally, 1806 samples were reviewed in all the included studies. The most 
important reported results included sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive values, and area under the curve; 
86.3% of the studies reported sensitivity and specificity (n = 19), accuracy (n = 8), and area under the curve (n = 8). Positive and negative 
predictive values were 36.3% and 27.2%, respectively.
Conclusions: CBCT is a highly sensitive imaging tool for the diagnosis of various oral lesions. However, due to the limited number of 
clinical trials and the lack of evidence, further studies are needed to obtain more conclusive results.
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1. Context
In recent years, a tremendous growth is observed in the 

use of medical technology for the diagnosis and treat-
ment of diseases (1). Employment of proper technolo-
gies helps to effectively diagnose and treat diseases. On 
the other hand, uncontrolled and unrestricted access 
to these technologies may lead to indiscriminate and 
unreasonable demand from service providers (2). This 
problem also occurred in many developed and develop-
ing countries and led to a high increase in costs. Hence, 
in some countries, precision and sensitivity to the licens-
ing of new technologies, and how to use them are system-
atically assessed before technology introduction using a 
systematic method of health technology assessment to 
make the best use of available resources as much as pos-
sible.

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) technology 

was first introduced in dentistry in the 1990s, and re-
cently, it is used in radiotherapy and ENT (3). Compared 
to conventional CT scanners, CBCT scanners made the 
application of flat panel technology possible to provide 
three-dimensional (3D) volumetric scanning of the head 
and neck. This technology does not take images in a 
single slice, instead of displaying a full volume instant-
ly by a cone-beam (4). By rotating the beam around the 
target and shooting at multiple angles, the desired area 
is observed from different angles (5). Advanced image 
reconstruction algorithms create high-resolution 3D im-
ages with high visual contrast that can be observed in 
jawbone images (6). In recent decades, CBCT technology 
is employed in several clinical areas including oral, max-
illofacial, and orthodontic surgeries. The technology is 
known for its low cost, easy access, and fewer radioactivi-
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ties compared to other conventional computer imaging 
devices (7).

The current study aimed at updating the health tech-
nology assessment report (CBCT technology) conducted 
in 2010 (8). The project was commissioned by the Health 
Technology Assessment Office of the Ministry of Health 
and Medical Education to assess the safety and economic 
evaluation of the technology, according to the situation 
of the country, and introduce and implement the tech-
nology in Iran.

2. Method

2.1. Information Sources and Search
Since the time of searching in the previous report was 

up to December 2010, and based on the approved propos-
al by National Institute for Health Research, electronic 
databases including the Cochrane Library and Scopus 
were searched from January 2011 to June 2014 to assess 
the safety and efficacy of the technology. Keywords used 
in the search included cone-beam, cone-beam computed 
tomography, diagnostic accuracy study, sensitivity and 
specificity, and were restricted to the dental and dental 
fields within the mentioned interval.

2.2. Eligibility Criteria
Predefined inclusion and exclusion criteria were used 

in all screening stages of the studies. Inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria were outlined based on PICOT: Population: 
patients with dental and maxillofacial diseases; indicator 
(index) test: studies that somehow used CBCT to diagnose 
and treat the disease; outcome: articles in which informa-
tion related to technology application, technology safety, 
accuracy, positive and negative predictive values, change 
in treatment process, change in patient status were re-
ported, and type of studies: diagnostic accuracy studies, 
randomized controlled trials, and comparative critical 
trials.

2.3. Study Selection
After completion of the search, articles were transferred 

into EndNote version X7 software and duplicates were re-
moved. Then, the titles and abstracts of the articles were 
reviewed by two independent reviewers. Controversies 
were resolved by referring to the third party and irrel-
evant articles were excluded. The next step was to search 
for the full-text of the articles. If full-text was inaccessible, 
it was requested from the corresponding author. Articles 
that their full-texts were not retrieved and those with 
non-English language full-texts were excluded from the 
study.

2.4. Data Collection Process and Data Items
All the final articles were thoroughly evaluated by two 

reviewers and the appropriate data were extracted. Eli-

gible articles were independently evaluated based on the 
Cochrane indices by the reviewers. Controversies were re-
solved by census. To extract the data, a technology report 
form was employed and the information of the selected 
articles was transferred into this form (Appendix 1 in Sup-
plementary File).

2.5. Synthesis of Results
The results were reported based on each outcome and 

categorized in the tables. To evaluate the quality, the re-
sults of articles were transferred into RevMan 5.3 soft-
ware and their outputs were reported.

3. Results

3.1. Study Selection
Based on the PICOTas well as inclusion and exclusion 

criteria, the total number of included studies after ex-
cluding duplicates was 876, and after initial evaluation 
in title and abstract was 59. The 59 articles were reviewed 
manually for duplicate references and four duplicates 
were retrieved. After deletion of the duplicates, the search 
was done to find the full-text of the included articles. In 
three of the studies, full-text was available, but the text 
was non-English. The full-texts of four articles were not 
available (9). Finally, 23 studies reached the final analysis 
stage. The study flow-chart is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The study flow-chart

3.2. Study Characteristics
All final studies were in English. Most of the studies 

since 2010 were related to Iran (n = 5), Brazil (n = 4), Ger-
many (n = 3), Britain, USA and Netherlands (n = 2), and 
Turkey, China, India, and Switzerland (n = 1). In terms of 
publication year, most articles belonged to 2011 (n = 8), 
2012 (n = 6), 2013 (n = 5), and 2014 (n = 4).
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3.3. Results of Individual Studies
The employed tests were similar to those of CBCT in dif-

ferent studies and the target sites of diagnosis varied 
widely. The type of studies according to the diagnostic test 
and the site of the diagnosis are shown in Table 1. Summa-
ry of all articles included in the current study is provided 
in Table 2. In these studies, CBCT was compared with a wide 
range of different diagnostic equipment, including IOR, 
bitewing, PR, film, CCD, SPECT, PSP, CI, MDCT, DR, X-ray, CR, 
MSCT, and PA. Most comparisons were made with a variety 
of radiographic methods; 1806 samples were checked in 
all of the studies. Various studies reported different effect 
sizes depending on the study type. The most frequent re-
ported results were sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, posi-
tive and negative predictive values, and the area under the 
curve; 86.3% of studies reported sensitivity and specificity 
(n = 19), 36.3% accuracy (n = 8), 36.3% area under curve (n 

= 8), and 27.2% and 27.2% positive and negative predictive 
values, respectively (n = 6). Summary results for sensitivity, 
specificity, accuracy, and other relevant items are shown in 
Table 3. Overall, studies were conducted on a wide range of 
oral, dental, and maxillary problems. The most important 
studies that used this technology included: diagnosis of 
vertical root fracture (n = 6), diagnosis of ruptured lesions 
and bone erosion (n = 2), detection of proximal surface 
cavities (n = 2), hole detection in canals after root filling (n 
= 2), hole detection in canals before root filling (n = 1), corti-
cal bone invasion diagnosis (n = 1), apical cavity diagnosis 
(n = 1), external root resorption diagnosis (n = 1), occlusal 
caries diagnosis (n = 2), buccal surfaces and bite indenta-
tion diagnosis (n = 1), superficial tooth bone changes (n = 
1), latent tooth detection (n = 1), oral and teeth malignancy 
(n = 1), and diagnosis of pre-apical lesions (n = 1).

Table 1. Type of Tests Used in the Studies Along with Site of Diagnosis

Author’s Name Detection Test To Detect

Durack et al. (10) CBCT and digital intraoral radiography External inflammatory root resorption lesions

Sansare et al. (11) CBCT and bitewing radiography Proximal cavitated carious lesions

Haghanifar et al. (12) CBCT and periapical radiography (PR) Mesial root perforations of mandibular molars

Jakobson et al. (13) CBCT (NewTom3G, I- CAT), film, and DR VRFs

Hakim et al. (14) CBCT, CT, and bone scintigraphy with SPECT Preoperative tumor bone invasion of the mandible

Shokri et al. (15) CBCT, CCD, and PSP Detection of external root resorption

Wenzel et al. (16)
CBCT, DigoraOptime phosphor plate system, 

and Digora Toto CMOS sensor Cavitated approximal surfaces

Shokri et al. (17) CBCT, CI, PSP, and MDCT Strip and root perforations in endodontically treated 
teeth

Khedmat et al. (18) CBCT, DR, and MDCT VRF in the absence and presence of gutta-percha root 
filling

Rathore et al. (19) CBCT and IOR Occlusal caries

Liang et al. (20) CBCT and PR Simulated tissue-occupied recesses in root canals

Zain-Alabdeen et al. (21) CBCT and MDCT Surface osseous changes in TMJs

Bechara et al. (22) CBCT and PSP RFs in endodontically treated teeth

Wriedt et al. (23) CBCT and panoramic X-ray Impacted upper canines

Kayipmaz et al. (24) CBCT, CR, and storage phosphor plate Occlusal and approximal caries

Dreiseidler et al. (25) CBCT, MSCT, and SPECT Bone invasion from oral malignancies

Valizadeh et al. (26) CBCT, CR, and DR VRF detection

Wang et al. (27) CBCT and CR Root fractures

Gaia et. al. (28) CBCT and MSCT Identification of simulated bone lesions

Shemesh et al. (29) CBCT and PR Strip and root perforations after root canal treatment 
in mandibular molars

Bornstein et al. (3) CBCT and CPR Periapical lesions, the mandibular canal to the roots 
of the respective teeth, buccal bone

da Silveira et al. (30) CBCT and CR VRF in teeth with or without root canal treatment 
and metallic posts

Vizzotto et al. (31) CBCT and CR Second mesiobuccal canals in maxillary molar teeth
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Table 2. Summary of Final Articles Information

Author’s 
Name

Study 
Quality

Detection Test Sample
Study  

Design Type
Country Summary of Results

Durack et 
al. (10)

Moderate CBCT and IOR
10 mandibular incisor 
teeth from three hu-

man mandibles

Ex-vivo com-
parative

Great 
Britain

CBCT is a reliable and valid method to detect 
simulated EIR and performs significantly better 

than intraoral periapical radiography. 

Sansare et 
al. (11)

Moderate
CBCT and 
Bitewing

79 adjacent proximal 
surfaces without 

restorations in per-
manent teeth

Clinical trial India
CBCT was more accurate in detecting cavitation 

in proximal surfaces than bitewing radio-
graphs.

Haghani-
far et al. 
(12)

Good CBCT and PR
48 mandibular 

molars
In-vitro Iran

For detection of perforation in filled-root 
canals, periapical radiography with three differ-
ent horizontal angulations would be trustwor-
thy, but it is recommended that CBCT be used 
for perforation detection before obturating 

root canals.

Jakobson 
et al. (13)

Good
CBCT1, CBCT2, 
film, and DR

100 human single-
rooted

diagnostic Brazil

The presence of metallic posts did not influence 
the sensitivity of most of the examinations, 

excluding the CBCT1 system. The fracture line 
orientation may influence VRF detection.

Hakim et 
al. (14)

Moderate
CT, CBCT, and 

SPECT
198 patients who 
undergo the test

Comparative Germany

CT scan provides, by its high specificity and 
positive predictive value, a precise imaging 

technique for clinical routine. However, CBCT 
shows a much higher sensitivity for cortical 

bone invasion and a better negative predictive 
value.

Shokri et 
al. (15)

Good
CCD, PSP, and 

CBCT
54 maxillary first 

premolars
Comparative Iran

CBCT was only useful for detection of cavities 
located in the apical one-third of the root, com-
pared to other digital or conventional methods.

Wenzel et 
al. (16)

Moderate

CBCT, Dig-
oraOptime 

phosphor plate 
system, and 

the Digora Toto 
CMOS sensor

257 Non-filled ap-
proximal surfaces

Comparative Denmark
CBCT was much more accurate in the detection 

of surface cavitation in approximal surfaces 
than intraoral receptors.

Shokri et 
al. (17)

Moderate
CI, CBCT, PSP, 

and MDCT
72 recently extracted 

molar
Comparative Iran

CBCT is the best radiographic technique, while 
MDCT is not recommended.

Khedmat 
et al. (18)

Good
DR, MDCT, and 

CBCT
100 extracted human 

single-rooted teeth
Compara-

tive, ex-vivo
Iran

CBCT was the most sensitive imaging technique 
in detecting vertical root fracture. The presence 
of gutta-percha reduced the accuracy, sensitiv-

ity, and specificity of CBCT, but not MDCT.

Rathore 
et al. (19)

Moderate CBCT and IOR 60 extracted teeth
Ex-vivo com-

parison
USA

Based on the results, it was concluded that the 
Sirona CBCT unit cannot be used for the sole 

purpose of looking at occlusal caries.

Liang et 
al. (20)

Good CBCT and PR
30 extracted man-
dibular premolar 

roots
RCT

The Neth-
erlands

Cone-beam computed tomography accurately 
detected tissue-occupied buccal and lingual 

recesses.

Zain-Alab-
deen et al. 
(21)

Good CBCT and MDCT
The sample consisted 

of 10 TMJs from 5 
dried human skulls.

Comparative
Great 

Britain

CBCT and MDCT accuracy was similar in detect-
ing surface osseous changes with comparable 

intra-observer reliabilities. However, since CBCT 
requires less radiation exposure, it should be 
the first choice for imaging the TMJ suspected 

of surface osseous changes.
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Bechara 
et al. (22)

Moderate CBCT and PSP 66 roots Comparative USA

CBCT small FOVs should be acquired for depict-
ing RFs of endodontically treated teeth. Images 
obtained using PSP plates had the lowest rate of 
false-positive results and their use can save the 

patient a radiation dose.

Wriedt et 
al. (23)

Moderate
CBCT and pan-
oramic X-ray 

(OPG)

21 patients with a 
total of 29 impacted 

maxillary canines

Diagnostic 
cross-over

Germany

Small volume CBCT may be justified as a 
supplement to a routine panoramic X-ray in the 
following cases: when canine inclination in the 
panoramic X-ray exceeds 30°, when root resorp-
tion of adjacent teeth is suspected, and/or when 
the canine apex is not clearly discernible in the 
panoramic X-ray, implying dilaceration of the 
canine root. The results of their study can be 

validated in a clinical trial.

Kayipmaz 
et al. (24)

Moderate
CBCT, CR, and 
storage phos-

phor plate

72 extracted human 
premolar and molar 

teeth

In-vitro com-
parison

Turkey
The CBCT system may be used as an auxiliary 

method for the detection of caries.

Dreise-
idler et al. 
(25)

Good
CBCT, MSCT, 
and SPECT

77 patients with 
histologically proven 

malignancy

Prospective 
investigation

Germany

CBCT is accurate in predicting malignancies 
and bone involvement, and can compete with 
MSCT and SPECT in detecting bone invasion in 

patients with oral malignancies.

Valizadeh 
et al. (26)

Moderate
CBCT, CR, and 

DR
120 extracted single-

rooted teeth
Diagnostic 

accuracy
Iran

CBCT seems better than conventional and digi-
tal radiography in detecting VRF and providing 
the most reliable data in comparison with the 

two other modalities.

Wang et 
al. (27)

Good CBCT and CR
128 patients with clini-

cally suspected root 
fractures in 135 teeth

Diagnostic 
accuracy

China
CBCT seems more accurate than conventional 

dental radiography in the detection of root 
fractures.

Gaia et al. 
(28)

Moderate CBCT and MSCT 15 dry mandibles
Diagnostic 

accuracy
Brazil

CBCT results were similar to those of MSCT for 
the identification of the number of simulated 

bone lesions.

Shemesh 
et al. (29)

Moderate CBCT and PR
45 curved mesial 

roots
Diagnostic 

accuracy
The Neth-

erlands

The risk of misdiagnosed strip perforation was 
higher with both methods, but CBCT scans 

showed a significant higher sensitivity than PR. 
There was no significant difference between the 
methods for the detection of root perforations.

Bornstein 
et al. (3)

Moderate CBCT and PA
38 molars with 75 

roots
Diagnostic 

accuracy
Swiss

The present study highlights the advantages of 
using limited CBCT for treatment planning in 

mandibular molars before apical surgery.

da Sil-
veira et. 
al. (30)

Moderate CBCT and CR
60 single-rooted hu-

man teeth
RCT Brazil

The radiographic examination with horizontal 
angle variation should be encouraged as the 
first complementary approach to assess the 

presence of VRFs. If conventional imaging is not 
capable to provide adequate information, CBCT 

can be indicated if a root fracture is strongly 
suspected.

Vizzotto 
et al. (31)

Good CBCT and CR
89 extracted human 

maxillary first molars
Diagnostic 

accuracy
Brazil

CBCT was associated with higher mean values 
of specificity and sensibility than radiographic 

examination for the detection of MB2 canals. 
When endodontic retreatment is necessary, 
removal of the root filling prior to the CBCT 
examination eliminates artefacts, thereby 

permitting the use of the 0.3-mmvoxel protocol 
that has good diagnostic performance and 

lower radiation dose.
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Table 3. Summary of Study Results on Sensitivity, Specificity, Accuracy, Sub-Regional Area, and Positive and Negative Predictive 
Values

Author’s Name Machine Sensitivity Specificity AUC PPV NPV Accuracy

Bechara et al. (22)

Master 3D 61% 61% 0.66 - - -

Promax 81% 78% 0.84 - - -

PSP plates 51% 82% 0.70 - - -

Bornstein et al. (3)
CBCT - - - - - -

PA - - - - - -

Dreiseidler et al. 
(25)

CBCT 0.92 0.965 0.931 0.98 0.875 -

MSCT 0.8 1.0 0.894 1.0 0.75 -

ASPECT 0.91 0.4 0.716 0.7 0.75 -

Durack et al. (10)

CBCT 1800 100 43.1 (4.6) 0.984 43.1 (13.3) 85 (12) -

CBCT 3600 100 92.3 (5.5) 0.990 95.6 (3.2) 100 -

IOR 86.9 (9.3) 95.5 (4.8) 0.665 97.5 (2.7) 100 -

da Silveira et al. 
(30)

CBCT 0.2 mm voxel 0.97 1 0.967 - - 0.98

CBCT 0.3 mm voxel 0.87 0.97 0.867 - - 0.92

CBCT 0.4 mm voxel 0.76 0.80 0.683 - - 0.77

CR 0.93 0.83 0.800 - - 0.88

Gaia et al. (28)
CBCT 98% 96.2% - - - -

MSCT 95% 97.4% - - - -

Haghanifar et al. 
(12)

CBCT 85% 98% - 98% 87% -

PA 71% 98% - 97% 77% -

Hakim et al. (14)

CBCT 94% 59% 0.772 73% 89% -

CT 63% 84% 0.720 76% 73% -

SPECT 97% 50% 0.720 64% 94% -

Jakobson et al. (13)

CBCT 1 96.87% 57.5% - - - -

CBCT 2 95% 92.5 - - - -

DR 56.25% 80% - - - -

Film 63.75% 82.5% - - - -

Kayipmaz et al. 
(24)

CBCT - - 0.849 - - -

Periapical - - 0.666 - - -

Phosphor Plate - - 0.649 - - -

Khedmat et al. (18)

CBCT 86% 76% - - - 81%

DR 40% 88% - - - 75%

MDCT 62% 96% - - - 68%

Liang et al. (20)
CBCT 0.95 0.75 - - - 0.88

PR 0.0 0.96 - - - 0.32

Rathore et al. (19)
CBCT 70.37 65.16 0.720 - - -

Bitewing 62.35 62.58 0.649 - - -

Sansare et al. (11)
CBCT 77% 77% - - - 77%

Bitewing 44% 85.5% - - - 60%
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Shemesh et al. (29)
CBCT 0.5 0.97 - - - 0.80

2 angle PR 0.13 0.97 - - - 0.69

Shokri et al. (15)

CBCT 93.3% 94% - - - 94%

Film 84.6% 96% - - - 92%

CCD 58% 86.3% - - - 85.6%

PSP 82.6% 92% - - - 88.6%

Shokri et al. (17)

CBCT 97.92% 85.42% - - - 0.86

CI 84.38% 93.75% - - - 0.74

PSP 87.50% 91.76% - - - 0.76

MDCT 77.08% 87.50% - - - 0.60

Valizadeh et al. (26)

CBCT 94.6% 98.2% 0.989 98.1 94.6 -

CR 66.7% 76.9% 0.742 76.0 67.8 -

DR 74.1% 76.3% 0.796 75.4 75.0 -

Wang et al. (27)
CBCT 89.5% 97.5% - 98.8% 79.6% 91.9%

CR 26.3% 100% - 100% 36.4% 48.1%

Wenzel et al. (16)

CBCT (Accuitomo) 40% 99% - - - -

IOR (Optime) 17% 100% - - - -

IOR (Toto) 19% 99% - - - -

Wriedt et al. (23)
CBCT - - - - - -

Panoramic X-ray - - - - - -

Zain-Alabdeen et. 
Al. (21)

CBCT 32.64% 88.17% - - - -

MDCT 34.02% 87.09% - - - -

Vizzotto et al. (31)

CBCT 0.2 mm voxel 0.92 0.68 0.84 - - -

CBCT 0.25 mm 
voxel

0.69 0.74 0.71 - - -

CBCT 0.3 mm voxel 0.83 0.53 0.74 - - -

CR 34.3 0.80 0.49 - - -

Due to the variety of studies, the meta-analysis was not 
possible in terms of the devices used, outcome evaluated, 
and the area; therefore, the results of each study were re-
ported separately.

3.4. Quality Appraisal
The quality of the reviewed articles was appraised by 

the Cochran quality appraisal tool. In terms of quality, 13 
had moderate and 10 good quality (Figures 2 and 3).

Figure 2. Risk of bias using the Cochrane criteria
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Figure 3. Summary of bias risk profile

4. Discussion

4.1. Detection of Vertical Root Fracture

The most studied categories included six studies (27.2% 
of total studies): comparing two types of CBCT with PSP 
(n = 1), comparing CBCT with CR (n = 2), comparing CBCT 
with film and DR (n = 1), comparing CBCT with CR and DR 
(n = 1), and comparing CBCT with MDCT and DR (n = 1). 
All studies reported sensitivity and specificity. The accu-
racy (n = 2), area under the curve (n = 2), and positive and 
negative predictive values (n = 2) were reported.

The study by Bechara et al. (22), was performed on 66 
roots, and two large and small field-of-view (FOV) CBCTs 
were compared with PSP. The obtained results showed 
that devices with smaller FOV had significantly higher 
accuracy in detecting vertical root fracture. Specificity 
of PSP images was higher than those of the devices with 
larger FOVs, but this difference was not statistically sig-
nificant. However, the difference was statistically signifi-
cant with those of the smaller FOVs.

In the study by da Silveira et al. (30), performed on CBCT 
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with three different voxel types compared to those of CR 
in both pre- and post-tooth fillings, chi-square test results 
showed no statistically significant difference between 
the two tests and the results of diagnostic tests showed 
similar ability to detect vertical root fracture. The study 
suggested that radiographic tests should be used as the 
first approach for diagnosis, and if radiography fails to 
provide useful information, then CBCT should be used 
in case of a high suspicion of fracture. In terms of voxel, 
the state of 0.3 is suggested for the case of non-filled teeth 
and the state of 0.2 for filled teeth.

The study by Jakobson et al. (13), also evaluated metal-
lic posts for diagnosis of vertical root fracture and com-
pared two different CBCT systems (CBCT 1: NewTom 3G; 
CBCT 2: i-CAT next generation) with radiographic and DR 
films on 100 single rooted teeth in five groups. The results 
showed that the presence of metallic posts reduced sen-
sitivity of CBCT 1 (P = 0.0244). Both CBCT devices and DR 
had a higher sensitivity to detect fractures in the post, 
while film and DR had a higher sensitivity in the absence 
of the post (P < 0.05). CBCT 1 showed the least specificity 
compared to other devices (P < 0.05). In general, results 
of the study showed that the presence of metallic posts 
did not affect sensitivity of devices (except CBCT 1).

In the study by Khedmat et al. (18), conducted on 100 
root canals of extracted teeth, the results showed that in 
the absence of gutta-percha, the specificity of all three di-
agnostic devices (CBCT, DR, and MDCT) was similar. CBCT 
had the highest accuracy and sensitivity (P < 0.05). In the 
presence of gutta-percha, MDCT was more accurate than 
the other techniques (P < 0.05). Overall, results of their 
study showed that gutta-percha decreased sensitivity, 
specificity, and accuracy of CBCT, but did not affect MDCT, 
and on the other hand, decreased sensitivity of DR in the 
presence of gutta-percha.

In the study by Valizadeh et al. (26), on 120 single-rooted 
teeth, the results showed that CBCT had the highest sen-
sitivity and specificity, and both DR and CR devices were 
less accurate than CBCT. According to their study, CBCT 
seemed better at diagnosing vertical tooth fracture and 
gave more reliable data than the other two instruments.

In the study by Wang et al. (27), on 128 patients with 135 
teeth suspected of VRF, the results showed that CBCT ac-
curacy was significantly higher than that of the CR (P < 
0.001). Results also showed that sensitivity of CBCT de-
creased when the channels were filled, but specificity did 
not change. Filled channels had no effect on CR sensitivity 
and specificity. According to the results of their study, CBCT 
seemed more accurate than CR in detecting root fractures.

4.2. Detection of Ruptured Lesions and Bone Erosion
Of the 22 studies, two examined ruptured lesions and 

bone erosion (10, 28). The study by Durack et al. (10), was 
performed in ex-vivo and compared radiography with 
CBCT in two rotational modes of 1800 and 3600. The 
area under the curve was lower for IOR than CBCT (P < 
0.001). The sensitivity and specificity of the two types 

of CBCT were significantly better than those of the IOR 
(P < 0.001). The exact location of the lesions was signifi-
cantly better defined by CBCT. According to the results 
of their study, CBCT seemed a reliable and valid method 
to diagnose degenerated bone lesions and was signifi-
cantly better than IOR.

In another study, Gaia et al. (28), examined bone erosion 
in maxillofacial area and compared the results of CBCT 
and MSCT; the obtained results showed no statistically 
significant differences between the two methods and they 
were similar in the number of lesions. Finally, both meth-
ods had similar accuracy and were reliable in this regard.

4.3. Diagnosis of Lesions in Cavities of Proximal 
Surfaces

Two studies were performed in this regard. A study by 
Sansare et al. (11), conducted on 79 adjacent surfaces with-
out permanent restoration and compared the results of 
CBCT and bitewing. Results of their study showed that 
the sensitivity was significantly higher in CBCT than bite-
wing, but the difference was no statistically significant. 
However, the accuracy of CBCT was significantly higher. 
The study by Wenzel et al. (16), on 257 proximal surfaces 
of premolar and molar permanent teeth, compared two 
different devices with CBCT. They showed that the sensi-
tivity of CBCT was significantly higher according to all 
observers resulting in a higher total agreement for CBCT. 
There were no significant differences between the two de-
vices (PSP and CMOS) in terms of the studied parameters.

4.4. Detection of the Hole in Root Canals
There were two studies on the detection of the hole in 

root canals; the study by Haghanifar et al. (12), on detec-
tion of the root canal before and after filling, and the 
study by Shemesh et al. (29), on detection of the hole in 
filled root canals. The study by Haghanifar et al. (12), was 
conducted on 48 mandibular molar teeth and the results 
showed that sensitivity and specificity of CBCT in root ca-
nals were lower than those of PR. Results of the study by 
Shemesh et al. (29), on 45 roots showed that CBCT sensi-
tivity was higher, but there was no significant difference 
in specificity between CBCT and PR. Sensitivity of CBCT 
was also higher in the diagnosis of root inflammation, 
while its specificity was lower, and these differences were 
statistically significant. Overall, their study indicated no 
statistically significant difference between the methods 
to detect root lesions and CBCT was also more sensitive 
to detect the hole.

4.5. Diagnosis of Cortical Bone Invasion
There was only one study performed by Hakim et al. (14), 

which diagnosed bone tumor in squamous cell carcino-
ma using three devices (CT, CBCT, and SPECT). This study 
was conducted on 84 patients using one of the devices for 
preoperative examination and on 48 patients using all 
three devices. Results showed that CBCT and SPECT had 
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approximately equal sensitivity, which was significantly 
higher than that of CT. In addition, CBCT exhibited higher 
specificity than SPECT, while CT showed the highest speci-
ficity among all the three devices. Their study suggested 
that due to its high specificity and positive predictive val-
ue, CT is suitable for routine investigations in this field. 
In general, conclusions in this area need further clinical 
studies and decision-making based on one study should 
be made with caution.

4.6. Detection of External Root Resorption
There was a study by Shokri et al. (17), which examined 

ERR by four different devices (PSP, CBCT, CCD, and IOR). 
The sample included 54 maxillary premolar teeth. Re-
sults of the study showed that the differences between 
the four devices were not statistically significant. But 
detection of the location of the CBCT root resorption 
was significantly different from those of other devices. 
According to the results of their study, CBCT was useful 
to detect the apical cavity in one-third of the root area, 
but further evidence is needed to make a definitive de-
cision.

4.7. Detection of Occlusal Caries
In this regard, two studies were conducted by Kayipmaz 

et al. (24), and Rathore et al. (19), that compared CBCT 
with other devices. The results showed that CBCT signif-
icantly outperformed PSP and CR in detecting occlusal 
caries, but was not different from IOR. According to the 
results of these two studies, it seems that the use of CBCT 
is not only appropriate to detect occlusal caries, but it can 
be used as an adjunctive technique.

4.8. Detection of Buccal Surfaces and Indentation 
of the Bite

Liang et al. (20), investigated this topic and compared 
CBCT and PR capabilities in the diagnosis of buccal sur-
faces and bite indentations. Results of their study showed 
that agreement between observers was greater in CBCT 
and accuracy of this device in detecting filled grooves 
was significantly higher than that of PR. Based on the re-
sults of this study, CBCT could detect this outcome with 
greater accuracy. To make more conclusive decisions, fur-
ther clinical studies are required. 

4.9. Detection of Superficial Tooth Bone Changes
Only one study by Zain-Alabdeen et al. (21), comparing 

CBCT and MDCT devices investigated this issue. Results of 
the study showed that sensitivity of both devices was low 
and almost equal, while specificity of both devices was 
high and almost equal. Overall, accuracy of both devices 
was almost identical in detecting superficial tooth bone 
changes. Since CBCT requires less exposure to radiation, 
it may be a better technique, but to make more conclu-
sive decisions, further clinical studies are required.

4.10. Diagnosis of Impacted Bite Tooth
A study was performed by Wriedt et al. (23), to detect im-

pacted bite tooth and compared CBCT and 2D panoramic 
X-ray machines. The results of their study indicated that 
CBCT had a higher ability to detect impacted teeth. More 
than a quarter of the impacted bite teeth were not identi-
fied by 2D and could be identified by 3D. The employment 
of CBCT as a supplement is appropriate for routine, but 
definitive decision-making needs further studies.

4.11. Diagnosis of Oral Malignancies
A prospective study examining oral malignancies 

was conducted by Dreiseidler et al. (25), which com-
pared three devices (CBCT, SPCT, and MSCT) on 77 patients. 
Their results showed that CBCT was more accurate in pre-
dicting and diagnosing malignancies and could be used 
as a competitor for the other devices. To make more con-
clusive decisions, further clinical studies are required.

4.12. Diagnosis of Periapical Lesions
A study was conducted on the diagnosis of periapical le-

sions. Bronstein et al. (3), compared 38 molar teeth with 
75 roots using both CBCT and PA. Results of their study 
showed that of the 58 lesions identified, 25.9% (15 cases) of 
the ones diagnosed with CBCT were missed by PA. Overall, 
the present study demonstrated the beneficial effects of 
limited use of CBCT in the design of treatment for preop-
erative periapical lesions, but definitive decision needs 
further studies.

4.13. Conclusions
According to all the studies included in the current study, 

CBCT seemed highly sensitive in detecting different types 
of lesion in oral area. However, due to the small number of 
clinical trials, it is definitely not possible to consider the 
results and the need for further clinical trials is increas-
ingly felt. On the other hand, due to the different applica-
tions of this device in the oral area, it is difficult to make a 
general decision about this device. Articles reviewed in the 
current study showed that in some cases this device was 
less capable than the other ones, while in other variables 
it had higher capabilities. But the important point that 
can be definitely drawn from the results of these studies is 
that the ability of this device to detect different outcomes 
in the oral and dental area is comparable to that of other 
devices, but further studies are also required in this re-
gard. CBCT appears to be less effective when teeth are filled 
or foreign bodies are present in the tooth, indicating that 
the presence of foreign bodies reduces the sensitivity and 
specificity of this device. In general, CBCT should be used 
prior to tooth filling or when foreign bodies are not used 
for tooth restoration, since the studies show that in almost 
all outcomes and in different areas of the mouth, external 
objects, plaques, gutta-percha, and other things reduce ac-
curacy of this device.
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